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Just as physical
exercise is needed
to keep our bodies
working well,
studies in several
fields have shown
that training our
minds (mindfulness)
is just as important.
Because our
- Lincoln Inn - Batavia Why?
minds are
- The Centre - Elgin distracted, off-task
and disengaged
about 46.9% of the
time. So for an eight hour workday, we’re really only fully
focused about half of the time. And when you consider that many
local government employees are directly or indirectly making
critical decisions for the safety and well-being our of citizens and
communities, it is certainly important to be as engaged as
possible! Would you like to experience an improvement in
mental and physical health? How about decreased fatigue?
Wouldn’t it be great to sleep better? Then learning about
mindfulness may be the answer. Targeted studies with police
officers and firefighters have shown these benefits. There is also
evidence that mind training improves job satisfaction, work-life
balance, creativity, and relationships.

LEAD Presents:

MARISSA AFTON

Going to the Mental Gym:
Why Mindfulness Matters!
April 20
May 10

LEAD is proud to welcome Marissa
Afton, Director with the Potential
Project, to teach us about the benefits of
“going to the mental gym.” Marissa is an
organizational psychologist and brings
over 20 years of experience teaching
mindfulness in the workplace, workplace
safety, and organizational excellence.
Marissa’s expertise has been beneficial
to workers in a number of fields
including local government, mining, construction, utilities,
finance, higher education, and health care. Marissa will share:





An understanding of why we may feel distracted and
overwhelmed a lot of the time and what we can do about
it.
Practical exercises to increase our ability to focus on our
priorities and be more engaged in the moment.
Tested strategies for making meetings more productive,
sharpening decision-making skills, and being more attuned
to safety as municipal employees.

The LEAD team invites you to take a positive step
toward strengthening your mind. If you’re interested
in learning more about the
Potential Project’s worldrenowned approach to mindfulness
at work, check out the book, One
Second Ahead: Enhance Your
Performance at Work with
Mindfulness, by Rasmus
Hougaard, (available in your HR
department). Our LEADership
book club participants read this
book last fall and thought it was
packed with practical ideas for creating a more
positive work experience.

We hope to see you
at the mental gym!

Sign up online today!
www.strongercommunity.net
7:45-8:30 a.m.
Registration & hot breakfast buffet
8:30 a.m.-12 p.m.
Workshop and discussion


Free for employees from the Cities
of Batavia, Elgin, and St. Charles.
Guests are welcome for only $25
References:
Journal of Management –Contemplating Mindfulness at Work -http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/
pdf/10.1177/0149206315617003
Science Daily –Mindfulness in the Workplace -https://www.sciencedaily.com/
releases/2016/03/160310141455.htm2
Huffington Post —Mindfulness Reduces Stress and Anger in Police -http://www.huffingtonpost.com/greatergood-science-center/mindfulness-reduces-stres_b_11297422.html
Greater Good —How Mindfulness is Changing Law Enforcement -http://greatergood.berkeley.edu/article/item/
how_mindfulness_is_changing_law_enforcement
Killingsworth, MA, Gilbert, DT. -A Wandering Mind is an Unhappy Mind -Science 12 November 2010:Vol.
330, no. 60006, p. 932 DOI:10.112/science.1192439

Fall 2017 -Dee Cascio

Transitions in Life and Business
New Job Relationships Health Challenges Growing Family Retirement
The adage, “The only thing constant is change,” is certainly true in our city
How many personal or job-related
work places, especially in the last five years.
changes have you experienced in the

last 10
Did ____
you know
that each legal rulings, citizen expectations,
Some
of years?
the recent
in technology,
change
requires
a
period
of
transition
and the Baby Boomer exodus are causing changes in our invoicing,
with unique
reporting, documentation
requirements, and employee composition.
stages,
similarpositive,
to
processes While change
is often
everyone adjusts to change
the stages
grief one change often impacts many
differently, and like moving
one of
domino,
that people
other areas. It seems employee
resilience and adaptation are needed more
frequently these days. experience after a
loss? Dee Cascio,
LPC, LMFT,
BCC, from
Transition
Strategies for Life and Work, offers
insight applicable to every person, as
change and the ensuing transition are
a common experience we all face. In
the large group interactive workshop
(8:30 a.m. to 12
p.m.), Dee will
focus on how to
navigate a
variety of
transitions in all
stages of life.
Immediately following, Dee will
facilitate an informal small group
“Lunch with the Author” session
(12:15-1:30 p.m.) focused on
preparing for the transitions unique to
retirement. Dee is a life coach and has
written the book, Ready to Retire?
Successful Retirement Planning to
Make the Best of the Rest of your Life.
All employees are welcome to sign up
for one or both sessions.

Speaker and consultant Kristin
Lindeen from QBQ Inc. taught 174
LEAD participants about a valuable
personal accountability tool called
QBQ!, which stands for “the question
behind the question.” The premise of
QBQ is that asking better questions
leads to better answers. For instance,
instead of asking, “Who dropped the
ball?” try:

September 20
The Centre, Elgin

October 12

What can I do to help
solve the problem?

Lincoln Inn Banquets, Batavia
When tempted to say, “When is
someone going to train me?” Ask:

Quote to Consider:
“20 years from now you
will be disappointed by the
things you didn’t do than
by the ones you did. So
throw off the bowlines.
Sail away from the safe
harbor. Catch the trade
winds in your sails.
Explore. Dream. Discover.”
~ Mark Twain ~

Did You “Receive” Your Order?
!
Personal
Accountability
and (RQC)
the QBQ
Items
youHome
order through
the City’s Requisition Center
are
A/P
usually shipped directly to Inventory Control (IC) where they match
upAlert
the PO and mark the items received
okay
payment.
“This and
session
wasfor
excellent.
I willInapply
some cases, items are picked up from a this
vendor
(ex. of
print
shop)
in terms
limiting
myor
delivered right to your office or work site (ex. procrastination.”
Amazon books). In
(Participant quote from survey.
these cases, please remember to give IC a quick
email or call to let
them know you received your order. They will then match up the
purchase order number and the invoice and mark it received so the
invoice can be paid.
Speaker Kristin Lindeen and attendee Ashley

Sumner (from
For purchases
fromElgin)
a store (ex. Costco, Loewes), fill out a requisition
AFTER you pick up the items. Include a note on the requisition that
the “Very
itemsinformative.
were pickedAlready
up in person and the PO is for confirmation
andmade
payment.
The original
me realize
how I canreceipt must be forwarded (or email to
accountspayable@stcharlesil.gov)
to accounts payable for payment.
make positive changes.”
(Participant quote from survey)

KRISTIN
LINDEEN &
QBQ!

Employees from City of Batavia

What can I do to
develop myself?

A better question starts with “what”
or “how,” contains an “I,” and
focuses on my own actions (not
someone else’s). How do you know
when you need to use the QBQ
tool? If you begin to feel frustrated
about a personal or work situation
and find yourself blaming others
(“who” questions), entertaining
victim thinking (“why” questions),
or resorting to procrastination
(“when” questions), then it’s time
to use QBQ! For example, when
obstacles pop up while working
with another department, you might
be tempted to say, “When will that
department do their job right!” A
better question is, “How can I
suggest steps to help us all reach
our goals?
Kristin also emphasized that
“humility is the cornerstone of
leadership,” and encouraged us to
take personal responsibility for our
own mistakes and to be patient with
others’ mistakes. We can grow as
teams when we problem solve
together using QBQ!

LEADership Book Club
LEADership Book Club
A Man Called Ove Gets Rave Reviews
This spring, 33 employees from our three cities took
part in the LEADership book club that featured a
fiction selection for the first time. The curriculum
planning team decided to step outside the nonfiction arena, and found the risk was well worth the
result. Many readers enjoyed the change of pace and
the unique discussion Ove’s story generated.
One participant noted, It’s easier to see some of the
leadership principles in a fiction book and to apply
them to my own life.”

A Random Act of
Kindness
On December 6, 2016, 11
book club participants
(which included five sworn
police dept. employees) met
at Alexander’s Restaurant
in St. Charles. A patron
anonymously picked up the
tab for the whole group to
thank the police officers for
their service. What an
awesome encouragement to
all of us!

Fredrik Backman’s writing leads readers to reflect. Here are some of our
lasting impressions from A Man Called Ove.


A job cannot be the only source of our worth
because when it is gone, we all need a sense of
purpose and identity apart from our work.



It is important to surrender first impressions,
because we can’t understand other people’s
attitudes or behavior without understanding their
life experiences, which takes time.



Everyone benefits from kindness and community
support, even when they appear to be resisting
relationships.



Community is formed when people take the risk to
be themselves and reach out to others, even in the
face of obstacles.
Copies of this book are available to check out in your HR department.

New Book Club Options for
Different Learning Styles
This year LEAD incorporated the option of reading selected articles on
Servant Leadership along with the original essay, The Servant as Leader,
by Robert Greenleaf. What’s next on the horizon? How about watching a
TED talk that corresponds with a book or a book topic? We look forward to
offering another fiction book or perhaps a biography. Any book club
ideas? Let us know! (Thanks to those of you that have offered book club
recommendations.) The curriculum team reviews all suggestions given to
us and we appreciate your ideas!

Dr. Lew Bender
142 people came to the spring 2016 LEAD
speaker event to hear Dr. Lew Bender discuss
How to Successfully Navigate Change in City
Government.

Dr. Lew Bender with St. Charles PD Deputy Chief Dave Kintz

In Dr. Bender’s highly interactive workshop, he
offered a handout about 10 Actions Teams Can
Take to Navigate Change Together which can
be viewed on the LEAD website. Lew
encouraged managers to ask their teams, What
do you think we ought to do?.Then be open to
all suggestions (as long as they are moral, ethical, legal,
and safe). He pointed out that considering team
input communicates value to members. In turn,
team members
make a
commitment to
follow the path
the leader
chooses (as long as Batavia Fire Dept. Deputy Chief Ed
it is moral, ethical,
legal, and safe) and

Jancauskas and Chief Randy Deicke

to move forward with a positive attitude.

For more information on LEAD and to register for events:

www.strongercommunity.net

Developing leaders through collaborative learning to build a stronger community

What is LEAD?
LEAD is a collaborative learning experience between the cities of Batavia, Elgin, and St. Charles, with the
goal of providing personal and professional growth opportunities for all employees. (We welcome guests
for a minimal fee.) LEAD’s mission is developing leaders through collaborative learning to build a stronger
community.
Did you know that guests from Carol Stream, South Elgin, Huntley, Lisle,
and Geneva attended our LEAD events in 2016?

Why LEAD?

LEAD believes that all employees are leaders in our cities and communities regardless of one’s position.
Leaders are people that influence others positively and help bring out the best in other employees, our
cities, and our communities.

How Does LEAD Accomplish its Mission?
LEAD sponsors two speaker events and three book clubs each year. (Books are available to check out at
your City’s HR department.)

Both the speaker events and book clubs are open to all regularly
scheduled part and full time employees and are held during the
normal business hours.
LEAD is one of the educational benefits offered by each city and
we hope you take advantage of this unique learning opportunity.
LEAD events are a great way to build positive collaborative
relationships with colleagues from nearby cities.

Tina Nilles and Jenn McMahon from St. Charles

How do I sign up for events?
Sign up information is included in the event invitations (via email
or inter-office mail).
To attend events, just speak with your supervisor and discuss
which event date works best for schedules.
Register online at www.strongercommunity.net
Need assistance? Contact Jennifer Kuhn, LEAD Coordinator
Participants in Elgin

(jenkuhn@strongercommunity.net) or 630-762-7090.

Questions and program suggestions?
If you have questions or speaker or book club recommendations, we’d love to hear from you! Please
contact the LEAD Coordinator or a member of the LEAD Executive or Curriculum Planning Teams:

Batavia: Wendy Bednarek (HR), and Randy Deicke (FD)
Elgin: Gail Cohen (HR), Toni Frazier (HR), Kyla Jacobsen (PW-Water), Russ Matson (PD), and Sally Ryan (PD)
St. Charles: Denice Brogan (HR), Guy Hoffrage (PD), Jenn McMahon (HR), and Jackie Uhler (IS)
LEAD Coordinator: Jennifer Kuhn jenkuhn@strongercommunity.net or 630-762-7090
A special “thank you” to Russ Matson (Elgin PD) for his many years of service on the LEAD curriculum
planning team. We appreciate his commitment and contributions! Welcome to Sally Ryan (Elgin PD) who
will join the team!
Try our new and easy on-line sign up at www.strongercommunity.net!
In less than a minute, you’re registered!

